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A complete menu of Magpie And Parrot from Wokingham covering all 15 courses and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Magpie And Parrot:
Good honest real Ale, let me reconsider my general difference for Fullers London Pride. The owners usually

have only one guest beer and LP at any time, although... read more. When the weather is pleasant you can also
eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like about Magpie And Parrot:

A little unusual... Small pub with nice garden but seems to be more of a hobby than run as a pub. Staff are
friendly but my beer (bottled and draft) were both very questionable. For a real ale pub it was below par as both

were tainted and the draft was just undrinkable. read more. The large variety of coffee and tea specialties
makes a visit to Magpie And Parrot even more worthwhile, The meat is freshly grilled here on an open flame.

Moreover, there are numerous typically British menus on the menu that are guaranteed to excite every
Englishman's taste buds, the guests love having the chance to watch the latest games or races on the big screen

in this sports bar, while also enjoying food and drinks.
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Alcoholic Drinks
BEER

Starters & Salads
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauces
MAYONNAISE

Hot drinks
TEA

Drinks
DRINKS

Restaurant Category
BAR

These types of dishes
are being served
FISH

SALAD

Fish dishes
FISH

FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

Ingredients Used
EGG

CRUDE

EGGS

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 12:00-08:00
Wednesday 12:00-08:00
Thursday 12:00-08:00
Friday 12:00-08:00
Saturday 12:00-08:00
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